Perfect Farming Systems
Fascinating, successful and animal friendly

Perfect Farming Systems
Competitive edge through technology
leadership with an eye on the whole
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PERFECT FARMING SYSTEMS
from the house of Schauer
Schauer‘s traditional motto was: „Always one idea ahead“.
And it was never simply a catchphrase. The keen aspiration for
innovation has resulted in market and technologically leading
products such as Compident Electronic Sow Feeding and
Spotmix multi-phase feeding. Schauer Agrotronic is now seen
as being a global „specialist“ in feeding technology.
At the same time, our expertise for the implementation of
sophisticated products has also developed, however.
The aspirations of our customers increasingly extend beyond
requiring „specialists“ in core areas. Accordingly, we are now

able to plan and implement „PERFECT FARMING SYSTEMS“
which operate on a sustainable and reliable basis during daily
operations and therefore earn more money.
We are pleased to be able to present the company SCHAUER
with „PERFECT FARMING SYSTEMS“. The core competencies of
innovation and animal welfare as well as the sustainability and
cost-efficiency of the products and solutions are combined to
create the perfect solution: „PERFECT FARMING SYSTEMS“, for
a promising future for successful farmers – worldwide.
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PERFECT FARMING
SYSTEMS
Success and animal
welfare unified

Innovative
animal welfare
systems

Resource
efficient
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Environmentally
friendly

Productive &
profitable
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Efficient planning concepts guarantee the successful
implementation of your project for pigs, cattle and horses.

Individual basic concept planning
No matter whether new buildings, conversions or additional
structures are to be ideally adapted to the local conditions,
personal or functional requirements of our clients.
Professional detailed plans, such as foundation plans,
sectional drawings, installation plans and therefor necessary
installation sheets and assembly instructions make possible
a smooth implantation of the stable building projects.

TOP FARM concept project planning
With Schauer TOP FARM you receive a comprehensive
farm concept for rising to become one of the best animal
production businesses. We will develop for you an
individual solution that is tailored precisely to your
requirements. We work out Schauer TOP FARM concept on
the basis of your production targets including all necessary
resources and zootechnical process descriptions.

Professional planning and
project development
Cornerstone of success in the livestock production
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Highest quality standard
in production and in every detail of the products

Modern production systems according to the
latest technological standards
From the very first minute there was a focus on a vision
of the labour-saving and animal-friendly premium quality
stable technology generating and marketing.
Series and individual animal housing equipment is
produced precisely, CNC controlled and on the highest

quality standard. Internal quality control and
documentation guarantee the high quality of all
components. This provides above average durability
and functionality for trouble-free, continuous use of
our products for customers from all over the world.
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Innovative labour-saving and
animal-friendly products
for professional pig farming reduce the work input
and increase productivity and thus the success

Stable in value housing systems for
successful pig farms
The company Schauer has a tradition of the development
and production of high-quality pig-housing systems for
more than 6 decades. We think and act locally.
The basis of our experiences is formed by the best practice
systems of the international pig farms. Proximity to the
farmer and our claim to achieve the highest customer
satisfaction gave rise to the innovative, labour-saving and
profitable housing systems.
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The designing and dimensioning of the pig stall facility is
here largely orientated towards the performance targets
of the pig producers and the requirements for the animalfriendlyness and sustainability of the production systems.
For Schauer “Animal Welfare” is not just a modern slogan,
but it’s a mission, which is being implemented for more than
30 years with outstanding animal-friendly solutions, as seen
in the example of Compident electronic feeding system.

Optimize the performance and
save the feed costs!
For more than 4 decades, Schauer has been developing
and producing its own automatic feeding systems for pig
farming. Whether for pigs, cattle, horses or fish – all systems
combine the latest technologies with extreme reliability and
long service life. With its remarkable innovations, Schauer
has acquired a global reputation as a technological leader in
many segments of electronic feeding systems.
For more than 40 years, Schauer has been calling the tune in
feed technology for professional and successful pig feeding
with Liquimix liquid feeding system, for 30 years with Compident electronic feeding system and for more than 20 years
with Spotmix multiphase feeding system.
The DLG-awarded innovations such as Dryfeed Batch also
underline Schauer‘s expertise and high quality requirements
in dry feed. New FarmManager for online animal management and user-friendly smart applications is a modern
control tool for a successful livestock farming.

We set the standards
in the feeding technology
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More successful with system: animalfriendly, functional and labour-saving!
The highest functionality and long life of the cattle stall
equipment produced by Schauer Agrotronic have made
Schauer the market leader in Austria. Our superior planning
competency in developing and implementing family cattle
farms through to large-scale structures in Eastern Europe
guarantees our customers the highest possible working
efficiency and functionality of cattle farming systems.
For decades reliable spare parts supply through own
production guarantees an exceptionally long service life
of the stall equipment.
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More quality of life and labour
efficiency with your cattle stall
Innovative solutions for higher performance
and feed costs saving

Innovative solutions for higher performance
and feed costs saving
The quality of the cattle feeding system essentially decides
the costs and performances in dairy cattle husbandry and
cattle fattening.
Schauer proves its solution competence also in the field of
automatic cattle feeding. We provide a broad range of
products for animal individual supply of concentrate and
group-specific automatic feeding by TMR-robots. Thereby we
have our eyes not only on a high functionality of technical
equipment, but also on its minimal energy consumption and
high wear resistance for its trouble-free continuous use. Let us
know your requirements and we’ll be happy to advise you.
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Active Horse Systems –
Schauer Agrotronic horse stables
make hearts of the horse owners,
stable managers and horses beat faster
Innovative and horse-friendly
active open and box stables
With „Active Horse Systems“ from Schauer you are on the
winning side. With the „Hellbrunn“, „Schönbrunn“ and
„Belvedere“ box types, Schauer box stables bring poetry
to individual horse rearing in the highest quality, Austrian
tradition. A range of accessories as well as automatic
manure removal and littering systems relieve the work
in the horse box stable.
In the area of active stables, Schauer is a leading pioneer
and combines a high level of expertise in the development
and production of automatic feeding systems with the
specialist knowledge and passion of our expert advisers –
for the optimum planning of your open stable. Compident
Electronic Horse Feeding stations are available for providing
the horses with concentrated feed and roughage on an
individual basis.
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Highest efficiency – saves time and feed costs
The standard solution in the area of fish feeding consists of
automatic feeding machines which are installed in the ponds
on a decentralized basis and distribute the feed either directly
through the activity of the fish, or on the basis of time control
and/or sprinkle the feed into the water. Spotmix Fish is a fully
automatic centralized feeding system which distributes the
recipe and quantity-adjusted feed portions to the individual
feeding points over up to 800 m. The quantities of feed are
specified according to need on the basis of feeding curves.

The consumption levels of the fish vary, however, due to
differing water temperatures that depend on the season and
the weather conditions. Therefore, with Spotmix Fish, this has
been automated with a „sensor detection via temperature
sensors.“ The supply of speed can therefore be ideally adapted
to the actual needs of the fish automatically and at all times.
This avoids considerable feed losses and costs, as well as
increases revenues.

SpotmixFish
revolutionizes the automatic fish feeding
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We are our clients‘ companions –
throughout whole service life!
Our high quality of service creates trust

Service and customer support –
worldwide at your disposal
We are always there for you! Precise assembly, reliable
service and spare parts supply – guaranteed over 20 years –
also in the field of electronics.

High quality of our products is only
with a high service quality complete
Our trained service technicians, sales and service partners
support our customers from assembly and up to aftercare.
User-friendly design of our software for feeding, manure
removal and climate control equipment in conjunction with
online remote maintenance enables us to solve our
customers‘ problems (if the occasion arises) swiftly, quickly
and un-bureaucratically all over the world and at any time,
quasi „to be present directly on site and to speak every
language“. With the online support we help our customers
to avoid beginner’s operating errors and to enable optimal
operation of the equipment from the very beginning.
With the offer of service and maintenance contracts we can
realize the optimisation of equipment and problem-free
operation for a long service life.
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SCHAUER
branch offices

branch offices
distributors

AT Schauer Agrotronic GmbH
Passauer Straße 1
4731 Prambachkirchen
Tel.: +43(0)727723260
Fax: +43(0)7277232622
E-Mail: office@schaueragrotronic.com

CH Schauer Agrotronic AG
Sentmatte 4
6247 Schötz
Tel.: +41 (0)41 926 80 00
E-Mail: info@schauer.ch

DE Schauer Maschinenfabrik
IT
GmbH Vertriebsgesellschaft
Gewerbering 19
94060 Pocking
Tel.: +49 (0)8531 8272
E-Mail: office@schauervertrieb.de

Schauer Italia
Via Mazzini, 38
25020 Gambara
Tel.: +39 030 8363017
Fax: +39 030 9560756
E-Mail: info@schaueritalia.it

Service and sale with a handshake-quality
Every production system, every feed system and even the
smallest product detail is only as good as the quality of
the service that accompanies our products. The advisory
and project expertise of our sales service, including all of
the sales and service partners worldwide, is the key to the
successful start and successful realization of your livestock
production project.

SK Schauer, spol. s r.o.
Priemyselná 4
949 01 Nitra
Tel.: +421 (37) 79 12 101
E-Mail: schauer@schauer.sk

RU OOO “Schauer Agrotronic“
Prospekt Andropova 22
115533 Moskau
Tel.: +7 (495) 663 15 49
E-Mail: office@schauer.ru

RS Schauer Agrotec d. o. o.
Rumenacki put 55a
21000 Novi Sad
Tel.: +381 21 6397 800
Mob.: +381 65 382 97 17
E-Mail: serbia@schaueragrotronic.com

HR Schauer Agra do.o.
Josipa Zorica 133
10370 Dugo Selo
Tel.: 00385 127 75 504
Fax: 00385 127 75 505
E-Mail: croatia@schaueragrotronic.com

UA Repraesentanz Schauer
RO
Agrotronic GmbH
Zoi Kosmodemyans‘koi St 17
083 03 Boryspil, Kievs‘ka oblast
Tel.: +38 (04595) 648 92
Fax: +38 (04595) 648 92
E-Mail: ukraine@
schauer-agrotronic.com

SC Schauer Agra RO SRL
Str. Octavian Goga nr. 32
400698 Cluj-Napoca, jud. Cluj
Tel.: +40 720 393985
E-Mail: office@schauer.ro

Schauer all
over the world
We are always in your proximity
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www.hammerer.at

SCHAUER Agrotronic GmbH
Passauer Straße 1
A-4731 Prambachkirchen
Tel.: +43/72 77/23 26-0
Fax: +43/72 77/23 26-22
office@schauer-agrotronic.com
www.schauer-agrotronic.com

